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Hello friends and readers, 

Tomorrow April 16, 2017 is the Pascal Celebration.  It has many names, including Pascha, 

Easter, and Resurrection Day, the differences due to language and culture across the world. 

Christians are not united as to the setting of the date of celebration, but this year the different 

calendars aligned and so by happenstance they are together. Christians are also united in their 

faith that this day is the celebration of their salvation. 

This year it is also the day that ends a week which showed how much we need salvation. 

Our report this week (click here to read) includes the Palm Sunday suicide bombings of two 

churches in Egypt by the Islamic State.  At least 45 were killed and 126 injured.  In the first 

attack the bomber was able to enter the church in Tanta and self-detonated among the choir of 

deacons. The second attack happened at the security checkpoint outside the Coptic cathedral in 

Alexandria, killing 17 including several Muslim police and pedestrians. Pope Tawadros II was 

officiating in the cathedral, and was so upset that he refused to move to a safer location (as if 

there was one) and prayed. The brother of one of the murdered deacons later said “I want to say 

to my martyred brother: ‘I love you so much and I want to be like you’. I also want to say 

something to ISIL: ‘I’m ready to die for my faith, like my brother. It’s my desire to follow him in 

this. I’m waiting for you, so don’t delay and please tell me which church you will bomb next so I 

can wait for you there. I look forward to meet Jesus, so please don’t delay, as I wait for you’”. 

The apparent fatalism is unnerving, but not the indomitable faith behind it. 

 

 

Mar Girgis Church, Tanta, Egypt – courtesy AFP / Getty 
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A Christian was burned to death in a debt dispute in Pakistan.  In another incident in that 

country, a Muslim college student named Mashal Khan was killed in his dormitory by a mob 

composed of hundreds of his fellow students. Reportedly his ‘crime’ was to have made 

comments on his Facebook page – which he titled ‘The Humanist’ - that were favorable towards 

the widely persecuted Ahmadiyya branch of Islam.  It should be noted that the perpetrators were 

extremely proud of their actions: they made a video of the murder and posted it to social media! 

Christian leaders were quick to condemn the murder, as we report, but it should also be noted 

that many eloquent statements came from Muslims: 

Hamza Arshad, analyst and journalist: “Look at where our society has come to. A mere 

charge of blasphemy can unleash a fiery volcano that engulfs you, as holy zealots shout 

slogans. Our society has become a furnace of seething emotions. The way the young man 

was killed and the traditional indifference of law enforcing agencies was shocking but not 

surprising because no one tries to save a person once he is charged of blasphemy…No 

breeze of critical thinking is permissible in this pressure cooker, the mindset we have 

minted. The only move people are willing to make is towards intolerance...We may be 

fighting the Taliban and other Jihadis but acts of mob justice in blasphemy cases with 

clubs, iron bars and guns are like holy cows”. 

Muhammad Jibran Nasir, human rights activist, wrote “Let me say it today in clear terms 

on how we have created a society where students become murderers. Generals who 

polluted young minds and weaponized religion for violent means and criminal ends 

[have] decided to remain quiet and let it happen …Politicians…sing the praises of 

Mumtaz Qadri [the murderer of Punjab Governor Salman Taseer]. Mainstream political 

parties…patronize terror outfits and form electoral alliances with them giving them space 

to spread their narrative...We did not lose only Mashal Khan but also hundreds of 

students who became murderers today. We all are responsible”. 

Abdul Hameed Gondal, writer, said “Nothing will happen. What kind of generation are 

we educating in universities? These students do not belong to any extremist outfits like 

TTP or ISIL...The extremist thinking exists in our homes as well”. 

Rana Inam, attorney and online newspaper editor, wrote “it is really sad that a religion, 

which teaches us to sharpen the knife before slaughtering animals so that they feel less 

pain, can at the same time allow that a human be brutally killed in its name”. 

These statements show that many see the need for Godly salvation in their lives, even if their 

cultural and religious backgrounds inhibit their ability to see how that salvation should come. As 

Christians we need to remember that we are called to reject indifference and to accept 

evangelization for the benefit of all, to the ends of the earth. The empty tomb tells us that our 

salvation is at hand, and that we are to tell the world it is already bought by Jesus Christ. The 

world is ready to hear the Good News…though not all. 
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